Although many specific human behaviors necessitate processing. In contrast, our understanding of the conthe convergence and integration of information convergence of senses in humans is only at its beginning.
As none of the above studies specifically tested for experiments) and (2) the independence of cognitive conthe potential existence of equivalencies of polymodal junction experiments from the assumption that the addisignal processing in monkeys and humans, we here aim tion of an extra processing component (specifically here, at identifying the neural mechanisms underlying human motion) has no effect on the implementation of propolymodal motion information processing. Based on the cesses that are also engaged by the baseline task (Price literature on the functional aspects of cortical areas in and Friston, 1997). the macaque, we expected the involvement of (at least) two cortical areas in polymodal motion information proResults cessing: PMv and an area in the intraparietal sulcus (as the equivalent of macaque area VIP). Neurophysiological Group Results data from the macaque also implicate the superior temModality-Specific Neural Activations: poral polysensory area (STP) in polymodal processing;
Simple Main Effects however, neurons in this area seem not to be involved Significant (n ϭ 8; p Ͻ 0.05, corrected for multiple comspecifically in motion information processing.
parisons) modality-associated (i.e., visual, tactile, audiAccordingly, we measured changes in neural activity tory) activations (assessed using statistical parametric in healthy volunteers using functional magnetic resomapping Conjunction Analysis auditory control, no additional auditory stimulation over A conjunction analysis (Price and Friston, 1997) revealed and above the scanner noise, which is present during significant activations (n ϭ 8; p Ͻ 0.05, corrected for all conditions, was presented. multiple comparisons) common to all three modalities Note, this experiment was designed specifically to (i.e., vision, somatosensation, and audition) when conreveal neural activity common to all three stimulus moveying motion information (relative to the respective no dalities. Although the above design allows the assessmotion information-conveying control conditions) in ment of increases in neural activity associated with prothree cortical regions: posterior parietal cortex bilatercessing of each of the unimodal motion information ally, right ventral premotor cortex, and lateral inferior (relative to its individual control condition), the design postcentral cortex (upper bank of the sylvian fissure) of the experiment primarily aims at revealing the areas bilaterally (Table 1 ; Figure 2 ). activated by all three stimulus types by means of a The bilateral activation observed in posterior parietal conjunction analysis (Price and Friston, 1997); cognitive cortex was centered on the IPS (see Figure 2A , area 1; conjunction experiments are designed such that two or Table 1 ). Superposition of functional and anatomical more distinct task pairs each share a common pro-(mean MR) images of the same group of subjects norcessing difference (in our case, the motion information malized to the same standard stereotaxic reference processing). The neural correlates of the process of inspace ( vation in the intraparietal sulcus and ventral premotor these two predicted cortical regions, another area of activation that responded to all three stimulus types cortex was hypothesized on the basis of macaque electrophysiological and anatomical data. In addition to conveying motion information was observed; this activa- aging data reveal an area in the depth of human IPS Figure 3 illustrates the activations in the posterior parithat responds to polymodal stimuli conveying motion etal cortex in the depth of the intraparietal sulcus of information. We accordingly suggest that this area coneach individual subject in order to exemplify the consisstitutes the human equivalent of monkey area VIP. As in the original studies that described macaque area VIP tency of the pattern and extent of activations observed , 2000) ; however, the locations of activations reported likely that either (1) human SII cortex contains neurons responding to polymodal stimulation in a way similar to in these studies for pursuit, saccades, suppression of eye movements, or attention have been more posterior the macaque or that (2) in humans equivalent areas to macaque areas Ri and PA exist. Both conjectures would and more superior to the areas of activation that we identified in the depth of the IPS. We accordingly sugthen help to explain the polymodal activation observed in our functional imaging study; however, further work gest that the previous studies have not shown area VIP but rather neural activations not concerned with polyis necessary to shed light on polymodal motion information processing in this area. modal motion processing.
Based on macaque electrophysiological and anatomiIn the monkey, area STP has also been demonstrated to contain neurons responsive to polymodal stimulation. cal data, we also expected parts of human premotor cortex to be activated by our polymodal motion stimuli.
This area is located around the superior temporal sulcus and responds to visual, tactile, and/or auditory stimuli Anatomical studies have been able to demonstrate distinct projections of macaque area VIP into a region within irrespective of whether they convey motion information or not (Desimone and Gross, 1979; Bruce et al., 1981). As PMv cortex that subserves head movements (Luppino et al., 1999). Electrophysiological data obtained from our modality-specific visual control involved a stationary visual stimulus, the design and type of analysis used in neurons located within this region of PMv demonstrate polymodal response properties to visual, tactile, and the present study are likely to account for the "missing" activation of area STP (or its human equivalent); the auditory stimulation (Graziano and Gross, 1998) with a somatotopic organization (Graziano et al., 1999; Grazimodality-specific simple main effect shows no additional activation in superior temporal cortex during viano and Gandhi, 2000). Our human functional imaging data show an activation of the dorsal part of the human sual motion stimulation (relative to the stationary visual control). Furthermore, the simple main effect of tactile ventral premotor cortex and thus parallel the anatomical organization of macaque PMv and its functional characstimulation also failed to detect any significant activation around the superior temporal sulcus. It is noteworthy, teristics.
however, that our results concerning the missing polytion condition) only occurred once at the beginning of modal activation of an area around the STS when using each stimulus period (30 s), and it is therefore unlikely motion information-conveying stimuli are in perfect that these onsets of motion may have accounted for the agreement with a recent study on visual and auditory observed increases in neural activity. Furthermore, in a motion processing in humans (Lewis et al., 2000) . recent PET study, we have been able to demonstrate To detect a network of areas with polymodal characthat changes in (visual) salience modulate neural activity teristics in the human brain, we chose to present moving in early ( . We note that it is exactly this type lience that caused the observed activation. Although of attentive behavioral sensorimotor deficit (defined as the argument mainly refers to the activation in the depth crossmodal neglect or extinction organized in a headof the intraparietal sulcus (as the relevant electrophysioor body-centered spatial frame of reference) that in palogical studies have concentrated on this area), the logic tients most often and most reliably results from lesions also applies to the premotor and perisylvian activations. centered on the posterior parietal cortex but that can It is well accepted that neurons in area VIP respond to also arise from lesions to premotor and prefrontal areas moving rather than stationary visual pattern (Colby et (Vallar, 1998 however, that only activations in area VIP and premotor cortex were source moving in the azimuth, with a frequency of 1 Hz. Again, in hypothesized a priori on the basis of electrophysiological data from the control condition, no additional auditory stimulus was presented the macaque. Although, there was no a priori hypothesis for the (see Introduction). As in the tactile conditions, subjects were inactivation in the lateral inferior postcentral cortex, the latter activastructed to keep their eyes closed both during stimulation and the tion is reported for data completeness, as it met the criteria for control.
significance. The critical conditions of this cognitive conjunction design (see Finally, transformed functional data sets from each subject were Introduction) are the conditions with visual, auditory, and tactile smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm for single-subject analymotion (experimental factor: motion information) relative to the modsis. For single-subject analysis, fMRI data were analyzed in an identiality-specific controls, which should allow delineation of the neural cal way to the group data. The SPM was now thresholded at p Ͻ mechanisms common to all three motion information-conveying 0.01, uncorrected, as this analysis was restricted to areas showing stimulus types. significant activations in the group analysis. These statistical analyses constitute fixed-effects analyses. As such, our inferences pertain only to the subjects reported in this Data Acquisition: fMRI study. Functional MR images were acquired on a Siemens Vision 1.5T whole-body scanner with echo-planar imaging (EPI) capability and Localization of Activations using the standard radiofrequency (RF) head coil for transmit and
The stereotactic coordinates of the pixels of the local maximum receive. To achieve whole-brain coverage, we used a modified versignificant activation were determined within areas of significant sion of our EPI sequence, which enables an arbitrary number of relative activity change associated with the tasks. The anatomical slices to be acquired. Sequence parameters were Gradient-echo localization of these local maxima was assessed with reference to EPI, TE ϭ 66 ms, TR ϭ 5 s, flip angle ϭ 90Њ, slice thickness ϭ 4.00 the standard stereotactic atlas (Talairach and Tournoux, 
